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as an essay to write e will study late in the library, 

realise there are a ative possibilities, such as: 

If she has some textbooks to read then she will study late in the library. 

a realisatisn would block the act ante of the obverse of the first 

d the conditions undler ch the fallacies are sup- 

She will not study late in the library. 
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Subi;,oCtS 

The 24 subjects, fr Trinity College, University 
in this experiment were rand 

received tuition 

t, prior to any data analysis. 

esults and discussiotz 

ercentages of inferences 
s it shows, subjects’ in accor- 

Table 1. The percentages” of inferences made as Q e type of contextual 
information given in Experiment 1 

_ ___ _~ ~__.___ _ _ __ 

Inference type 
___~_ 

Modus odus Denial of Affhmation of 
Argument type ponens tollens antecedent consequent 

-. _ -_ -_ _ 

Simple arguments 96 92 36 71 
Alternative arguments 96 96 4 13 
Additional arguments 38 33 63 54 

_ 

“Each percentage is based on the responses of eight subjects to three items. 

ey refrained from making each of the conditional inferences in the appro- 
priate contexts. The interaction between the argument type and inference 
type, F(6, 63) = 13.5, p c .01, revealed by an analysis of variance is most 
informative. It reveals that additional antecedents suppressed modus ponens 



rices,, of axme, t ( 

inferences, of course, t (84) 

for both comparisons. 
There was a main effect of a mznt type, F(2, 21) = 7. p < .01, 

showing that more inferences we ade from simple arguments 6%) than 
from either alternative arguments (52%) or from additional arguments 
(47%). There was also a main e of inference type, F(3, 63) = 14.6, p < 

.Ol, indicating that overall they e fewer denial of the antecedent (38%) 
and affirmation of the consequent (46%) inferences than modus ponens 
(77%) and modus tollens (74%) inferences. 

Might the results be a product of the instructions? They were deliberately 
open in their requirement to say “what follows,” and neither stressed the 
need for logically necessary conclusions nor explained the notion. Yet this 
openness does not seem to have affected performance, since the responses 
to the simple arguments were similar to those im previous studies (see, for 
example, Evans, 6982). 

Evidently, an alternative or additional antecedent in the second conditional 
must alter the interpretation of the first conditional. An inference might then 
be suppressed because the relevant formal rule no longer applies to this 
interpretation of the conditional premises. If so, then suppression should 
occur whenever people are given these conditionals. A more plausible 
hypothesis, however, is that suppression depends equally as critically on the 
categorical information in the premises. 6iven the premises: 

Zf she meets her friend then she will go to a play. 
Zf she has enough money then she will go to a play, 

together with the conjunction of both additional antecedents: 



tive antecedents) an 



e 2. The percenta,geY’ of inferences made as a jknction of the type of information 
given in the conditions of Experiment 2 

~_-- 
Inference type 

Modus Modus Denial of Affknation of 

Argument type WHbS mUens antecedent consequent 
__. _____~_ _ ____ ___ _.__________F _--_L .-- 

I 75 46 58 

a 88 79 75 

m 67 83 71 
________Fp --- 

“Each percentage is based on the responses of eight subjects to three item. 
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2,21) = 1.05, p > .05, indicating 
the frequency of inferences made 

tives (86%), and combined 
inference type, F(3, 63) = 

ore modus ponens inferences 
=C -01 on a two-tailed 
e antecedent, 69%, q 

68%) q (4, 63), p < .Ol. 
nals that contained an al- 

ably interpreted the 
lacies and the valid 

categorical informa- 
eople are unlikely to 
d not know whether 

all of the alternative or additional antecedents are satisfied. rice, the sup- 
of conditional inferences demonstrated in Experi nt 1 may be 

to everyday reasoning. eople may be genuinely less inclined to make 
sJnditional inferences ,- valid or invalid-than they are in experimental set- 
ithgS. 

e cases where certain specific alternatives or additionals are 
neral knowledge. If so, the inferences would once 

yday inducements, such as promises, 
mally make both the valid and the invalid infer- 
encpz, they should make the modus ponens infer- 

wing the student pmtest the policeman said to the student: 

t the policeman arrested the 
ecause it has been embedded 

ion of an inducement in order to produce more naturalistic 
ey are presupposing that some additional antecedents have 

a!~ Llc;;:n satisfied, such as that the protest is still in progress at the time when 
ent enters the building, and that the policeman is still present and 
eneral information about the situation, howeve an cast doubt on 

whether these additional presuppositions are satisfied. ne way to ensure 
that people consider whether or not the additional antecedents are satisfied 
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is to indicate that the situation in which the utterance was made was of a very 
short duration. Thus, the modified description: 

During the 150minute student protest the policeman said to the student: 
If you enter this building then I will arrest you. 
The student entered the building, 

suggests that the a.dditional antecedents may be false, for example, the protest 
may no longer be in progress when the student entered the building. If so, 
the inference will be suppressed. n general, information indicating that a 
duration was short should make people think about the additional antece- 
dents that are necessary for an inference to be valid. Consequently, they 
should tend to suppress both the modus ponens and modus tollens inferences. 

An analogous e:ffect should occur with the fallacies. Their suppression 
depends on reasoners’ reali ion that alternative antecedents may bring 
about the same consequent. ence, if an event is known to have lasted for 
a long time, then reasoners are more likely to think of such alternative antece- 
dents. For example, the premises: 

During the Z-week student protest the policeman 
If you enter this building then I will arrest you, 

said to the student: 

suggest that other actions on the part of the student may result in an arrest. 
When these alternatives are considered they should suppress the fallacies. 

ence, given the categorical premise: 

The student did not enter the building, 

people should be less likely to make the fallacious inference that the police- 
man did not arrest the student. In general, information that a duration is long 
should tend to suppress the denial of the antecedent and the affirmation of 
the consequent. The aim of the third experiment is to test thlese predictions. 

thod 

terials and design 
ere were three groups f subjects: One group received inducements 

without any information about the duration of the situation; the second re- 
ceived inducements prefaced by information about the long duration of the 
situation; and the third gr- p received inducements prefaceld by information 
about the shortness of th ration of the situatio bjects received condi- 
tional arguments corres ing to the two valid ences and to the two 
fallacies, within each of four contents, concerni promises, threats and 
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bribes made one actor to nother (see t ey were given 

eriments 1 a 

ou misbehave then I will give you extra 
e pupil misbehaved. 

the teacher give the il extra homework? 

(b) 
(c) yiybe, 
(d) can’t say. 

Subjects were i oose one of the four response choices. 

ni ty College, 
eriment were randomly assigned to 
cts were replaced because they had 

re made during the experiment, prior 

ges of inferences that subjects made for the 
it illustrates, their performance was as pre- 
was a significant interaction of the argument 

I&63) = 2.2, p < .05, found by an analysis of 
comparisons indicated that the inferences were 

nts in accordance with the predictions. 
when they were prefaced by short durati 

dus ponens inferences from short dura- 
ura2ion arguments, 72%, t (84) := 2.16, 

odus tollens inferences from short duration 
ion arguments, 66%) t (84) 

nt effects of short duration informa 
on of the consequent falla 

= L29andt(84) = ectively, p > .Q§ for bo 
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Table 3. The percentages” of inferences made as a furoction of the kind of durational 
information prefacing the inducements in E.xperime.nt 3 

-________________-_-.------ --- .--.-.---- ----__- ___- __._ - 

Inference type 

Modus Modus Denial of Affirmation of 
Argument’type ponens tollens antecedent consequent 
-._-~. .-- ~._ -- ____-- - __. -.--- -- ------ -----. ---------__---_ 

Simple arguments 

(i.e., no duration) 72 66 44 28 
Alternative arguments 

(i.e., long duration) 56 59 19 31 
Additional arguments 

(i.e., short duration) 41 25 25 34 
________________~_ --- --~___-__-- ----_---^ _-__ --. 

aEach percentage is based on the responses of eight subjects to four items. 

Few fallacies wet*e made in arguments wi long duration rmation. 
Subjects made fewer denial of the antecedent ferences from 1 duration 
arguments (19%) than from no tion arguments, 44%, t (84) = I .72, p < 
.@5. They made few affirmation o consequent fallacies from long duration 
arguments (31%). owever, few were made even when no duration informa- 
tion was given, 28 t (84) = 0.2, p > .05. Ht is possible that this 
may be because of the considerable amount of contextual informa 
given in the descriptions, by the references to the situations and to the actors’ 
roles. Long durations had no significant effect on the valid modus ponens 
and modus tollens inferences, as expected, t (84) = IL1 and t (84) = 0.43 

> .05, for both comparisons. 
ere was no overall reliable difference irn the frequency of inferences 

g duration arguments (55%), sl ort duration arguments (42%) 
and no duration arguments (70%) as indicakd by the non-significant main 
effect of argument type, F(2, 21) = 2.1, p > .M. There was a main effect of 
inference type, F(3, 63) = 7.8, p < .Ql, inclicating that, overall, subjects 
made fewer denial of the antecedent (39%) and affirmation of the consequent 
(42%) inferences than modus ponens (75%) ajrd modus tollens (67%) infer- 
ences. 

This experiment demonstrated that both the val inferences and the 
fallacies can be su ssed by extra information abo the duration of a 

ven though the inferences in the experiment were embedded in 
of discourse, and hence were never truly valid, tk subjects drew 

conclusions based ponens and modus toltens, is the case of the 
pie arguments. suppression of the infere ces is over and above 
suppression at o the departure from strict validity. 
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it is 
everyday rmcnning, a __YV_____ 

ts containing alternative antecedents are 

If p or r then q. 

is representation blocks t iku-ly, arguments containing addi- 
tional antecedents are represented in a conjunctive way, and so premises of 
the fom: 
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then q. 
then q, 

are represente 

e use of the modus ponens rule, unless both 
categorically (see 
rmal rules hinges arguments of the same 

If p then q. 
If r then q, 

are represented in different ways, depending on their semantic content, that 
hether reasoners constru nd r as alternative or ad itional anteced- 
urthermore, the results o xperiment 3 show that ndi tisnak that 

are understood to have been uttered in the context of an event of a short 
duration are represented in a different way from the same conditionals ut- 
tered during the context of an event of a long duration. Formal theories, 
therefore, need to be supplemented with a detailed account of the 
interpretation, because premises of the same 

ent ways depending on their short, the burden 
the formal rules to th 

ut do people make inferences by relying tacitly on formal rules of infer- 
ence? The fact that their inferential behaviour can be described by a formal 
rule - making due allowance for the effei:ts of interpretation - does not imply 

ntal equivalent of a formal rule. 
argued, it seems implausible tha 

to considerable lengths to understand premises, and yet are supposed to 
reason solely on the basis of unint act rules. This peculiarity of 

formal rules has led some theorists t reasoners rely on content- 

Another possibility, entir 



which p is true 
el in which any 

irs. As the model shows, 
ce such states 

an “0” to indicate that they 
ion about p and q. 
c,5:f from the mode 

ected, it is always iden- 
mo&~s ponens can be made 

described by the condi- 
s tollens, however, calls 
about the complements 

ode1 depends both on the 
hus, a conditional of 
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r tkzen q, 

has the same consequent as the one in the initial conditional, and so the way 
into the model of the initial conditional depen 
re r is understood as an additional require 

If she meets her friend then she will go to a play. 
Is she has enough money then she will &to to a play, 

it will be conjoine ence, a categorical assertion of p 

alone will no longer be sufficient fo wing the conclusion 4. The modus 
ponens inference will be suppressed. ere r is understood as an alternative 
ktecedent, for example, in the premises: 

If she meets her friend then she will go to a play. 
If she meets her family then she will go to a play, 

it will be independently identified with instances of 4. ence, a categorical 
assertion of p (or of r) will suffice for modus ponens, but the fallacies will 
now be suppressed. 

Could a single set of experimental findings ever decide betwe 
theories and model-based theories of reasoning? Perhaps not. 
these experiments is that in order to explain how people reason, we need to 
explain how premises of same apparent logical form can be interpreted 
in quite different ways. process of interpretation has been relatively 
neglected in the inferential machinery proposed by current theories based on 
formal rules. It plays a more central part, however, in theories based on 
mental models. 
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terids use eri 
_ __ __--.-_ -...-- _ .- -_ ---_ 

ntecede e 
.__ .--- - - -- _ __ _ ._ ___. _ _. _.__ -..- -- -__ _ 

will go to a play. 
will go to a play. 

en she will go to a play. 

pie 

lternative 

late 

tbooks to read then she will 

en she will study late in 

e goes out for a wa 

Nure: Each initial conditional was presented in a simple argument to one group of subjects, accoqspanied 
by an alternative to a second group of subjects and by an additional antecedent to a third group. 1 

terials t3 
_ __-_ --- 

atio e t 

atio 

uratio the mother said to her son: 
r for a swim then will buy 
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ort 

0 duration 

ort 

0 duration 

Long 

ort 

uring the 2-week seaside trip, the 
her son: 
If you take your sister for a swi 

u an ice-cream. 
uring the 15-minute s , the mother said to 

r son: 
you take your sister for a swim then 

you an ice-cream. 

the student protest, e policeman id to the 

If you enter this building then I will arrest you. 
uring the 2-week student protest, the policeman 
said to the student: 
If you enter this bui~di~~ the 

During the 15minute student p 
said to the student: 

ll arrest you. 
the policeman 

If you enter this building the I will arrest you. 

During the city-center tour, the tour-guide said to 
e tourist: 

If you go shopping then I will lose you. 
uring the 2-week city-center tour, the tour-guide 
said to the tourist: 
If you go shopping then will lose you. 
uring the 150minute city-center tour, the tour-guide 
said to the tourist: 
If you go shopping then I will lose you. 

Note: One group of subjects received the no-duration description, a second group received the long-dura- 
tion description, while a third group received the short-duration description. 
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Rt!sumd 

Trois experiences montrent que dans certains contextcs les sujets rejettent des instances valides de modus 
ponens et de modus tollens dans des &ton&s conditionnels. Par exemple, quand une premisse conditionnelle 
comme: Si elfe rencontre son ami, alors elie ira jouer, est accompagnee par une phrase contenant une condition 
supplementaire: Si elk a asset d’argent, alors effe ira jouer, les sujets rejettent l’inference liant la premtisse 
categorielle: Elle rencontre son ami, 3 la conclusion: Elle ira jouer. D’autres contextes eliminent egaletnent 
les inferences conditionnelles fallacieuses. La premiere exp&ience demontre l’effet du contexte sur la raison- 
nement conditionnel. La deuxiEme experience montre que la suppression de l’inference disparait quand la 
premisse categoriellle fait reference aux deux ant&Cdants, comme: Efle rencontre son ami et elle a assez 
d’argent. Dans ce cas, les sujets font aussi bien les inferences valides et fallacieuses, quelle que soit l’informa- 
tion contextuelle. La troisieme experience etablit que quand l’on donne aux sujets des informations g&revales 
a propcs de la duree d’une situation dans laquelle une conditionnelle a et6 prononcee, comme Si tu cries, 
alors je te tire dessus, ils rejettent autant les inferences valides que les inferences fallacieuses. Ces resultats 
suggerent que l’interpretation des premisses joue un role encore plus central dans le raisonnement que l’on 
admettait auparavant. 


